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Abstract. A dual pair 9 and g* of smooth and generalized random variables, re-
spectively, over the white noise probability space is studied. 9 is constructed by norms
involving exponentials of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator, g* is its dual. Sufficient' cri-
teria are proved for when a function on S(IR) is the S-transform of an element in 9 or
g*.

1. Introd uetion

Dual pairs of spaces of random variables have been studied and applied to many
problems of stochastic and infinite dimensional analysis in numerous papers. We refer
the reader to [HKP 93] for the background of the subject and for an extensive list of
references. The two most used pairs of spaces seem to be the Hida spaces (S(*)) and the
Meyer-Watanabe spaces V(*).

In [PS 91] a result was proved for the space (S)* of Hida distributions whichcharac-
terizes this space in terms of its S-transform, essentially a Gauß-Laplace transform. This
result appears to be quite useful, as weIl from a struetural point of view as for applications.
For example, this "charaeterization theorem" has been applied to: quantum field theory
[PS 93]' Feynman integrals [FPS 91, KS 92, LLS 93], (anticipating) stochastic (Volterra,
partial) differential equations [CLP 93, CP 92, KP 90, Po 92, Po 93], law of large numbers
and central limit theorem of Donsker's delta functional [PS 93ab]. On the other hand,
for applications in stochastic analysis the pair V and V* of Meyer- Watanabe seems to
be more fitting: for example, the solutions of non-degenerate Ito equations belong to V
[Wa 84] and not to (S). This is due to the fact that elements in (S) have a chaos de-
composition with kernels in S(IRn) while solutions of SDE's have kerneis which fail to be
in S(IRn). Unfortunately, there is no characterization-type theorem known for the pair
(V*, V), and such a characterization appears to be a rather difficult problem. Therefore
the basic idea of the present paper is to consider aspace of random variables bigger than
(S) but smaller than V which would possibly contain solutions of Ho SDE's (in particular
having kerneis of the chaos decomposition in L2(IRn)) but which at the same time allows
for a characterization in terms of the S":'transform.
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In fact, there is a pair denoted by (9, g*) which is "between" the above mentioned
pairs, namely we have the embeddings

(1.1)

Although we could not find an equivalent characterization of g* and 9 in terms of their
S-transforrris, we prove in Section 4 a sujJicient condition for functions on S( IR) to be the
S-transform of an element in 9 or in g*. On the other hand, 9 is large enough to contain
at least some solutions of Ito-equations: indeed, we show in Section 2 that the solution
of the SDE defining the stochastic exponential of Brbwnian motion belongs to g. Thus
there is some hope that this dual pair is appropriate for the study of stochastic differential
equations, and that for this the power ofcharacterization-type results becomes available.

The space 9 is ,constructed by L2-norms with exponential weights of the Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck operator. Ithas been considered in several papers, e.g. [LM 88, ÜZ 93).

The organization of this paper is as follo~s. In Section 2 we define 9 and g* and prove
some of their elementary properties. In particular we show that 9 is a Frechet algebra. In
Section 3 we show some properties concerning the calculus on g. For example, we provethe
convergence of the Taylor series (in the sense of convergence in g) for translations in the
direetions of L2(IR). In Section 4 we prove our main result, namely the above mentioned
criterium on ray-analytic functions on S( IR) which allows to conclude that such a function
Fis the S-transform of an element in 9 or in g*. The main point is to find a condition on
F which implies that the kernels of S-1 F are in L2(IRn). This can be achieved by asking
for ~n exponential bound in terms of a trace class quadratic form on S(IR) (see Section 4).
We also prove a convergence result, discuss examples and the Wick produet.

Acknowledgement. It is a pleasure to thank 1. Streit for stimulating discussions.

2. Definition of g, g*, and Elementary Properties

Throughout this paper we work with the white noise probability space (S'( IR), 8, /1) as '
the underlying probability space. (LP) is a shorthand for LP(S'(IR), 8, /1), p ~. 1. N denotes
the number or Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator, i.e., N acts on the n-th homogeneous chaos
of (L2) as multiplication by n, nEIN o. By P we denote the algebra of polynomials which
isdense in (L2): P is generated by the canonical coordinate process e t--t Xe, Xe(w) =
< w; e >, e E S(IR), w E S'(IR).

Since every r.,p E P has a chaos decomposition

00

(2.1)

with only finitely many non-zero <p(n), nE INo, we have e>'N<p E(L2) for every A E IR.
Thus we,may define a family {li' 11>.,A E IR} of normsll .11>. onP by setting

(2.2)
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Note that <p(n) = In(f(n)) where In(j<n)) is the n-fold Wiener integral ofj(n)E L2(.IRn)
(in fact, here j(n) E S(.IRn)). Thus we have

00

11<pIIA = (L: n!e2Anllj(n)lli2(lRn»)J.
n=O

(2.3)

Now we define (;h, ..\E .IR, as the completion of P with respect to 11.11 A' Thus 9 Ais in one- to-
one correspondence with the (Fock type) space consisting of all sequences {j(n), nEIN o} of
symmetric elements j(n) in L2(IRn), nEIN, j(O) E <D,so that the sum in (2.3) converges.

It is clear that for ..\' :::;..\, we have 9A ~ 9A" Now we set

9:= n 9A
AElR

(2.4)

•

and equip 9 with the projective limit topology. It is obvious that we can replace the
intersection over ..\ E .IR in (2.4) by the intersection over ..\ E IN. Since the norm (2.2) is
Hilbertian,9 is a countably Hilbert space (e.g., [GV 68]), and hence metrizable. Moreover,
the fact that eAN, ..\ E IR, is closed on (L2) entails that the family {li' IIA' ..\ E .IR} is
compatible in the sense of [GV 68]. Therefore 9 is complete [GV 68]. Finally note that
as a countably Hilbert space 9 is reflexive (e.g., [GV 68]). Thus 9 is a reflexive Frechet
space.

By definition, 9* is the dual of 9. We have

9* = U 9A'
AElR

(2.5)

Example 2.1. Consider the Brownian motion {B(t) = X1[O,t); t ~ O}, where X. denotes
also the extension of the canonical coordinate process from S(.IR) to L2(.IR). Let Y(t) be
the solution of

dY(t) = Y(t)dB(t), t > 0,
Y(O) = 1,

i.e., Y(t) = exp(B(t) - tt). Then Y(t) has a chaos decomposition which is given by the
sequence of kerneis {j(n) = ~!1~~), nE INo} (with the convention O! = 1). Let ..\ E IR,
then

=exp( e2At).

Thus we have Y(t) E 9 for all t ~ O. (A somewhat slicker proof can be done by using
the facts that exp( ..\N) is equal to the second quantization r(eA) of eA, consideredas a
multiplication operator on L2(lR), and that for a closed operator B on L2(lR) and f E V(B)
we have
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Now write

.' . dn .' 12. IHn tex) = -d'. exp(sx - -. s t)_o', .' sn 2 8-

where :exp Xi ::=exp(XJ- !IIJIIi,2(JR»)' Then we have immediat-ely

e>'NY(t) = : ee>'B(t):
e>'B(t)~le2>'t=e 2,

and the last expression has (L2 )-norm equal to exp( ~e2>'t). )

Example 2.2. Let x 'E IR, t > 0, andconsider Donsker'sdelta function fJx 0 B(t). It has :a
well-known chaos decmnposition (in (S)*) given by (~.g., .(HKP93l)

(X) 1
Öx 0 B(t) = pet, x) L n!cn Hn,t(x) Hn,t 0 B(t),

n=O

where pet, x) = (27Tt)-~ exp( -itX2), and Hn,t is the n-th Herrnite polynomial wi:th vari-
ante t:

1 (X) 1
.8xoB(t) =p(t,X)2 '" ~ent{x)Hn,t'oß.(t),L....t , 'tn' ,

n='O n.

with the Hermite fum:ticm

en,t(x)= ~p(t,x)~ Hn,.t(.x).

Let A > O. Then
(X)

H8x 0 B(t)II:>. = pet, x) Le-2>.nen,t(:t)2.
n=O

By a standardestimate on Hermite functio?,s [HP 57, (21.3.2)] we have en,t(x) =O(n-t).
Thus the sum converges for any ,\ > 0, and we have6x 0 B(t)E g~A, A > '0, and in
particular Öx 0 B{t) E g*.

Examples 2.1 and2.2 will be reconsidered in Section 4.

Next weestablish the inclusion relations (LI). First we need some more notation. By
111 .111,p,k we denote the norm on P which is given by

k

1I1 '<p111p,k :== 11(1+ N)"2 <pll(LP),

where k.E;: 7Z,p 2:: 1. 'DP,k is thecompletion of P with respeet tolll .111p,k, and the Meyet-
Watanabe space 'D is the projective limit '0£ the family {Vp,kiP 2:: 1, kE !IN} (tf.,e.;g .., IFP
89, Me 8'3,Wa 83, Su 85]' or in the white noise cOlltext [HKP 93.D.'D* 1s the .dualof D.

Let A be the self-adjoint operator on L2(JR) which 1s givenon S(JR) by:

1

.

..

(AO(x) = -('(x) + (1+ x2)~(X),

4

~ E S(JR), x E IR.



..

r(A) denotes its second quantization (e.g., [Si 74, HKP 93]) which is a self-adjoint operator
on (L2) • Since infspecA = 2, it is not hard to see that infspecr(A) = 1 (with 1 being the
normalized eigenvector in (L2) of r(A) of eigenvalue 1). We define the norms

1I<p1l2,p := Ilr(A)p<pIl(L2), pE IR,

on P, and denote the completion of P with respect to 11.112,p by (S)p' (S) is the projective
limit of the family {(S)p'p E IR}. The space (S)* of Hida distributions is the dual of (S).
For more details on these two spaces we refer the interested reader to [HKP 93, PS 91]'
and the references cited there.

Let us now show that 9 c V. Assume that <PE P, and let kEIN, p ~ 1. Then we
may estimate for large enough ..\~ 0 as follows:

111<p1II p,k = lIe-AN (1+ N) ~eAN <p11(LP)

:::; Ile-tN (1+ N) ~eAN <p1I(L2)

:::; CA,klleAN <p11(L2)

= CA,kll<pIlA'

In the first estimate we used for large enough ..\ (depending on p) Nelson's hypercolltrac-
tivity theorem [Ne 73]. In the second we used the spectral theorem. Since P is dense in
g, the above estimate extends to <P E g.

Now let p ~ 0, and consider again <P E P. The fact that infspecA ~ 2 entails that
r(A)-l :::; 2-N, and therefore for given ..\ ~ 0 we can find p ~ 0 so that eANr(A)-p is a
contraction on (L2). Thus we have

11<pIIA = lIeANr(A)-Pf(A)P<pII(L2)
:::; Ilf(A)P<pII(L2)

= 1I<p1l2,p'
Since P is dense in (S), the preceding inequality holds for <P E (S). Altogether we have
proved the following result (henceforth we identify (L2) with its dual):

Theorem 2.3.
beddings holds:

For the spaces V, g, (S) the following chain of continuous dense em-

V ~ 9 ~ (S).

Consequently the chain of embeddings (1.1) holds.

In view of Theorem 2.3, Example 2.2 is rather trivial since Watanabe showed in [WA
83] that bx 0 X belongs to V*, and hence to g*, whenever X is in V with non-degenerate
Malliavin covariance matrix - which is clearly true for B(t), t > o.

We nowshow that 9 is an algebra under pointwise multiplication. This result has
already been proved in [LM 88] with a quite different machinery than the one below. Our
proof follows the one in [PY 92] of the corresponding statement für (S) quite clüsely.
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Pir@:}:losition2A.Let Ao :=thiJ!(2 + V2) and ;assume ,tihat .A > Ao., r,p., ,7jJ,E '9;>.. 'T.llen
'for .a:l1v >:A.o.,r,p..7jJE {h.-,v :and .there exists aconstant D,v .so {halt

Proof. Letr,p., 7jJhave 'tlle füHowing .chaos expansions

00

.r,p= I: In(f(n) ),
n=O
00

7jJ=L In(gI(m)},
,n=O

--with I(n),.g(n) E L2.:(iRn) .(where -:-.-stands for .symmetrization}. 'Let m ..,on, .kEJN,o Iwith
k :s; m ./\ n, 'Set

J(n) IV. (m) - /' f. (n)(.. ) (m) ( . ) ak
VY k :9 - .' ',51 , ....,5k 9 '.,5], ....., \S.'k ' 8.,

JRk

,and let J(n\) ok.g(m') ,denote .the symrnetrization .0£fm)Q9k ,lm) . Then we ;have (:e:g .., JHiKP
:93, HPS 88])

We mayassurne .that V.:S; A, .and estimate in the .followin$ -way.:
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i Clearly we can bound the last su.m by

Therefore we get

where K = (~1) ~ and a = .)2 + J2 .e-v• Now we estimate as follows

00

m,n=O
00

m,n=O
00 00

n=O n=O
00 00 00

:s; K 2: a2n (2: IIIn(f(n))IIi) ~(2: IIIn(g(n))111) ~
n=O n=O n=O

if a < 1, i.e., if v > t In(2 + V2).
An obvious consequence of Proposition 2.4 is the following

o

Theorem 2.5. Pointwise multiplication is continuous from 9 x 9 (equipped with the
product topology) onto g, and in particular 9 is an algebra with respeet to pointwise
multiplication.

We conclude this seetion by considering the Wick produet, e.g., [MY 87, HKP 93,
LOU 91] of elements in g*. Since g* c (S)*, and since the Wick product q) 0 \I1 of elements
q), \I1 in (S)* is an element in (S)* (cf., e.g., [HKP 93, Chapter 4]), q)o\I1 is also well-defined
for q), \I1 E g*. q) 0 \I1 can be defined as follows: if q), \I1 have chaos decomposition given
by {j(n), n E ./No}, {g(n), n E ./No}, respectively, then q)o\I1 is determined by having the
chaos decomposition given by {h(n), n E ./No}, where

n
h(n) = 2: j(n-m)0g(m).

m=O
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}.~ _ (2 )-1/2 -(l-e)\e - C e 2 .•

Inease that <P,W ,E {i*, i.,e., <P,W E 'YAfor some AE IR, we nave J<n), g{n') E Li[iRn), n 'E

IN. Let us denote from now on the norm of L2( lRn) simplyby ,I. b :(there wiU he HO

danger ofeonfusion).We .have the estimate

n

Ih(n)l~::;(n + 1) L v(n-m)glg(m)I~.
m=O

Let c > 0 andset XI = ;\- c -1, then weeanestimate in the following way:

00 .n

11<p0 \{1,1j~1::;2.:(12+ 1)!e2A'n2.: u(n-m)glg(m)g
n=O m='O

00 n

::;K; LLe2A(n-m)JI<P(n-m)tl~ :e2Amll\lJ(m)ll~
n=O.m=O

Here we nave ,denoted by<I>(n),\{1{n} the ,n-th multiple Wiener integral of f(n), g(n),re-
speetively, and

Henee we have proved the following results:

..

Proposition 2.6.
<Po''lJ E ,gA', and

Let <P, ''lJ Eg A ,AE IR. Let Ao = A -~, and X' < Ao. Then

11<p0 'lJ1IA' ::; KAylI<p1I xll'lJI'1A,
where [{A,>" = (2(A - AI) _1)-1/2e{A-X"-1.

Theorem 2.7. 9 and g* arealgebras under the Wiek produd. Moreover, the Wiek
produet iseontinuous fromg x ,g (with produd topology) ünto g.

3. Calculus ong

In this seetion we give some basic results eoneerning the caiculus 'On the spaces gA'
Same related results have also been mentioned in IÜZ93J (in the Wienerspaeesett'ing).
Most of the proofs are along standard lines .(e.g., [HKP93., PY92J), and therefore will be
somewhat sketehy.

For hE L2{lR) let Dh denote the Gateaux derivative in direction h.
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(h,f(n+l»)(U) = 1JR h(s)f(n+l)(S,u)ds, u E ]Rn.

Now inequality (3.1) follows easily from (2.3) andan application of Schwarz' inequality.
o

We conclude from Proposition 3.1 the following theorem:

Theorem 3.2. Let h E L2(IR), >. E IR, c > O. Then Dh is continuous from gAinto gA-e.
In particular, Dh is continuous ong, and gis C= with respeet to Geiteaux differentiation
in alldireetions of L2 (IR).

Since 9 is an algebra with respeet to pointwise multiplication (Theorem 2.5), it is
clear that we have the usual produet rule on g: for <p, 1/J E g,

We remark that a corresponding rule holds also for the Wick product:

(3.2)

Firstly, all expressions make sense because of Theorem 2.7. Moreover, the kerneis of the
chaos decomposition of the left hand side of (3.2) are given by (cf. the arguments leading
to Proposition 2.6)

n+l
(n + l)(h, L f(n+l-m)0g(m)h2(JR), nE lNo,

m=O

where the L2(IR) "inner product" above is taken in the first variable of the tensor product.
But the last expression is equal to

n+lL [(n + 1- m)(h,f(n+l-m»)p(JR)09(m) + f(n+l-m)0(m(h,g(m»p(lR)]'
m=O

This on the other hand is the kerne! of the n-th chaos of the right hand side of (3.2).
Now we discuss the adjoint (with respect to the dual pairing between 9 and g*) Dh

of Dh.
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(3.3)

Proposition 3.3. Let h E L2(IR), A', A E IR, A' < A, rp E 9.x. Then D'hrp E {I.x' anel the
following inequality holds

where C~, .x = (2(.\ - A'))~1/2e(.x-1/2).,

Proof. Again the proof is straightforward by (2.3), an application of Schwarz' inequality
anel the formula

g(n) = h0/n-1), nEIN,

for the kernel of the n-th homogeneous chaos of D'hrp (and of courseg(O) = 0), the chaos
of rp being given by the sequence {f(n), n E INo}. 0

,,Thus we 'have

Theorem 304. Let h E L2(IR) and A E IR. Then for all c > 0, D'h acts continuously
from 9.x into 9.x--:e:' In particular, D'h is continuous on 9.

We remark in passing that - since 9* c (Sr - the Hitsuda-Skorokhod integral (e.g.,
[HKP 93]) of pro ces ses in 9* indexed by an interval I ~ IR, say, is well-defineel, and it
gives an ,extension of the Ho integral with respect to Brownian motion. With a similar
argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.3 it is then easy to show that the Hitsuela-
Skorokhod integral is acontinuous mapping from L2(I; 9.x) into 9.x-e: for all A E IR, c > O.

Next weturn to translations in directions of L2(IR). Again, let h E L2(IR), and,define
for rp E P

Thrp(W) = rp(w + h), w E S'(IR). (3.4 )

Proposition 3.5. Let h E L2(IR), rp E P, and A' E IR. Set Ao:= A' + ln(l + e-.x'lhjz).
Then forall A >Ao the following estimate holds

(3.5)

Proof. The following formula has been proved in [PY 92] (cf. also [HKP 93]):

where {f(n), nEIN o} is the sequence of integral kerneis of the chaos expansion ofrp, anel
In(f(n)) denotes the n-th multiple Wienerintegral of f(n) E Lf(iRn). Moreover,
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i
Using the triangular and Schwarz' ineqllality we therefore get for any c > 0 the estimate

Ih'i'II,' :s: ~ If(n) I,~ (~)v7Je"klhl;~k
00~L ~lj(n)lze'\'n(1 + e-,\'lhI2t

n=O

o
Clearly, Proposition 3.5 implies the following result.

Theorem 3.6. For every h E L2(IR), Th extends to a continuous operator on g.
Finally, we turn to the Taylor series expansion of Thep.

,

Theorem 3.7. Let hE L2(IR), ep E g. Then

Thep = exp(Dh)ep,

where the exponential series

(3.6)

.' :~

converges in g.
Proof. Let ep E 9 have chaos expansion given by the kerneis j(n), nEIN 0, and denote by
ep(n) the n-th multiple Wiener integral of j(n). Iteration of the formula for Dht.p mentioned
in the proof of Proposition 3.1 gives for all MEIN, n E INo,

M M
1=0 ~!Dh'i'(n) = ~ (:)In~m(f~n,m»,

where we used the same notation as in the proof of Proposition 3.5, and wemake the
convention C:J = jkn,n-m) = 0 for m > n. Upon comparison with the formula for Thep
given in the proof of Proposition 3.5, we find

Thep - t -\Dhep = f t (n)In_mUkn,m»).
m. m

m=O n=M+l m=M

Thus by the tri angular and Schwarz' inequality we obtain

IIThep - t -\Dhepll,\ ~ f Ij(n)12 t (n)y';;flhl~-me'\m.
m. m

m=O n=M+l m=O

The last term is the remainder of aseries which in the proof of Proposition 3.5 has been
shown to be convergent. Thus the expollential series exp(D h)ep converges for all ,\ E IR in
Q,\ to Tht.p. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 0
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4. A Criterium in Termsof the S-TransfQrm

In this section we prove our main resultanddiscuss some of its consequences. First
we define the S-transform"of the elements of9*.

Let .\ E IR and consider <PE9 A' Define its S-transform S<Pby

1

S<p(e) :=<<P,: eXe :>, e E S(IR), (4.1)

wnere< .,. > denotes the canonicaldual pairing between 9*and9. Note that :exe :E 9
(which is proved as in Example 3.1) so that for all <PE9*, S<Pis an everywhere defined
function on S(JR). Moreover, if .\;::: 0, 'P E 9A' then

Also, it is easy to see that S<p(e),e E S(IR) has an extension fore E Sc(JR). Indeed, if for
eE Sc(IR) the canonicalcoordinate process Xe isdefined by Xe := XRe e + iXlm e, this
extension is also given by

S1I(f) :=< 11,: eXe :>, ~E Se(JR),

vihere now
: eXe : (w) = e<w,e>~ ~(Z,e), w E S' (IR),

and the last inner product is the one of Lb{IR}. Moreoyer, this extension is G-entire
everywhere in: Sc(JR), i,e., for all e,rJ E Sc(IR), the mapping Z 1-4 S<p(e+ .\TJ};ZE d7 is
entire analytic.

Consider ~complex-valued function F on Se(IR) whichis G-entire. We are interested
in ,a criterium10n F whichallows to conclude that it is the S-transform ofanelement inQ
or 9*. Such results have been shown for (S) and (S)* in [Ko 80, KPS 91, Le91,MY 91,
PS 91] and other p~pers,and in thecontext of Hida distributions they seem to he useful
for applications. '

Theorem 4.1.. Assume that there exists a bounded, non-negative quadratic forrnQ on
L2{JR) which is in the trace dass, and such'that for alle E S(IR), Z Ed7,

(4.1)

for some positiveconstant K. Let p(.\) := 2e2(A+l)Tr Q,.\ E IR. If p(.\) < 1, then there
exists a unique 11E {JAso that 811 = F. Moreover

(4.2)
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Assume that (4.1) holds.Then there exis~s a unique cI> E g* so thatCorollary 4.2.
ScI> = F.

Proof. Choose >.< 0, 1>'llarge enough so that p(>') < 1. o
Corollary 4.3. Suppose that for every € > 0 there exists Kg > 0 so tImt for all
eE S(IR), z E ([;,

(4.3)

Then there exists a unique 'P E 9 so that S'P = F.

Proof. Replaeing Q in p(>') by €Q we get p(>') = 2ee2(A+1)Tr Q. For every >.E IR, ehoose
€ small enough so that p(>') < 1. Then S-l F belongs to gA for all >.E IR, i.e., it belongs
to g. 0

Corollary 4.4. Assume that {Fn, nEIN} is a sequenee of funetions on S(IR) whieh
have everywhere ray entire extensions. Suppose that {Fn, nEIN} is pointwise Cauehy,
that the estimate (4.1) holds for every Fn, nEIN, uniformly in n, and that >.E IR is sueh
that p(>') < 1. Then there exists a unique element cI> E gA' so that cI>n := S-l Fn eonverges
weakly to cI> in gA'
Proof. The eomplex algebra £ C 9 generated by the functions w 1--+ exp < w, e >,e E
S(IR), w\ E S'(IR), is den se in gA'>' E IR. The hypothesis implies that cI>n is Cauehy
on the dense set £ in gA' The uniform bound together with inequality (4.2) show that
{cI>n, nEIN} is bounded in gA' Therefore {cI>n, nEIN} is weakly Cauehy in gA' Sinee
gA is a Hilbert spaee, it is weakly eomplete, and therefore there exists a unique cI> E gA so
that {cI>n, nEIN} eonverges weakly to cI>. 0

Remarks. 1. By general theory (e.g., [Ka 76]) we ean replaee everywhere above Q(e,e)
by IIAell1,2(IR)' where A is asymmetrie Hilbert-Sehmidt operator on L2(IR).
2. We have tried to eonstruct an example of an element in gA with an S-transform whieh
does not admit abound of the type (4.1), however without sueeess. Therefore, the "good-
ness" of the eriterium given in Theorem 4.1 remains an open problem.

We now prove Theorem 4.1 by following the arguments in [PS 91] quite closely (cf.
also [HKP 93, Chapter 4]).

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let e E S(IR), and eonsider the entire analytie function z 1--+ F(ze).
Its power series expansion at the origin reads

00

Clearly we have

and it is easy to see that

F(ze) =L zn F(n)(e).
n=O

F(n)(e) = ~ ~ F(ze) I _ ,n! dzn %-0

F(n)(e) = ~(D~l F)(O),n! ..
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where Dedenotes the Gat~al1x-derivatiyecin direction~. Thelast relation shows that F(n)

is homogeneous in ~ .of degree n.

Assurne for the moment that Q(~,0 =1= '0, and normalize ~ so that Q{ ~,0 - 1. Then
Cauehy's theorem entails the estimate

for every R > '0, and optimizing we find

,

'-, I.

Using the homogeneity of F(n) we therefore get for arbitrary ~E S(JR) with Q(~,0 =1= '0
the estimate

(4.4 )

If Q(~,~) = 0, Cauehy's theorem shows that F(n)(o = 0, ,and therefore the bound (4.4)
holds forevery e E S (IR).

Now define the following symmetrie n-multilinear form j(n) on S(JR) (cf. (KL 93]).
For 6, ...,en E S(JR) set

Then j(n) can be obtained from F(n) by polarization:

fn){6,.;., ~n) = 2:n! L cl'" cn F(n)(C16 + ... + cnen),
g

where the smnEgis over all n-tuples C = (Cl,' .. , Cn) with Ci = :1:1, i = 1, ... , n. In .order
to obtain abound for j(n), assurne again first that Q(ei, ei) =1= 0, andby normalization
:Q{ei,fi) = 1 forall i- 1,2, ...,n. Then by (4.4)

Ij(n)(tl: ).1< F_
1_ -n/2(2 )n/2 "".Q( 1:1: 1:.1: ).n/2.:. 1,,1, •.. , I"n _ A '2n In e L-J c11,,1 + ... + cnl"n, Cl 1,,1 + ... + cnl"n ..n.

g

< K_1_n-n/2(2e)n/22nnn
_. 2nn!

= K ~nn/2(2e)n/2,
n.

where we used the triangular inequality for Qt in the second step. By multi-linearity of
j(n) we have

If(n)(6, ... , en)1 ::; J{ ~'!(2en) % ITQ(fi' ei) t,
i=l

14
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"

if Q(ei, ei) I- 0 for all i. If there exists i so that Q(ei, ei), then we ean show as above that
(DeiF)(O) = 0 and therefore al~o j(n)(6, .•~,en) - O. Thus also in this ease the inequality
(4.5) holds true. Nowuse Stirling's theorem to obtain

•

Let {ek, k E W} be a CONS of L2(IR). Then we have

00

Ilj(n)IIA.~. = L Ij('n)(ekll"" e,rc,Jl2
k1, ... ,kn=1

(4.6)

Sinee j(n) has a finite Hilbert-Sehmidt norm, it may be id~ntified with a symmetrie element
in L2(IRn), and its L2(IRn)-norm is equal to the above Hilbert-Sehmidt norm. Thus we
may set

00

<1' :=L In(J(n»),
n=O

and we have
00

1I<1'lIi= Ln! e2,\nllj(n)lIi2(lRn)

n=O

Henee <1'E g,\. It is straightforward to compute the S-transform of <1'(cf. also [HKP 93,
Chapt. 2]):

S<1'CO=L j(n)ce, ... , e)
n=O

= LF(n)co
n=O

='F(O.

Also, by inspection the above arguments show that <1'is uniquely determined by F. 0
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.Exiam;pl,e 4.'5,.We ,reconsider .iExample2.L It is trivial t'9 'Compute the S-transform rof
Y{t) = ,exp(lJ!(t) -~;t}: SY(t )C~)=exp( f; ,~(s ) ds). Consider

"

exp '( ,1/, 'tt]{ s )ds +z lt f( S ) ds) , 7], ~E S (IR), z 'E ;([',
'0 10

whiCG is 'obvlously the everywhere ray-'entire ,extension 'OfSY{t). Now choose

'."

which is dea'fly aqua:dratic form on S( JR},and it is trace dass 'OnL2{ IR) {with 'frQ = t).
It as trivial tu verity the hound,'(4.,3) for ,any E > O.(choose f{e = exp{{4c)-1 )). Thus,
Y(t);E ,g. '

Example4./(j. Corrsider again Exampl'e2.2, Donsker's delta function '8xo B{t),t ~ (0. !t,s
S-brarrsform is given by (e.g., [HKP93J)

{21rt)-lI2 exp ,(",_ ,1(x-1,', t eCs)ds)2)'"
2t . 'Ü '

Ä'gain it 1:S ,easy to 'see th:ait this fundion 'on S( IR) has everywhere aray-analyticexterrsion
(justreplace :abo¥e~:Qy ''fJ+zO, an<lthat with thesame Q as in the previousexample file
hounrd (4.1) holds. 'Thus we have '8x 0 f3(t )EQ*.
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